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AREA:
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Purpose of the Report:
Surrey’s latest sufficiency modelling projections to 2030-2031, which are based on the
previous three year’s trends from academic years 2018-2019 to 2020-2021, indicate
significant growth in the total number of pupils with Education, Health and Care Plans
(EHCPs) resident in Surrey over the forecast period. This projected growth is expected to
reach its peak in 2026-27 and 2027-28, before reducing slightly thereafter. By 2030-31, the
total number of Surrey EHCP pupils in National Curriculum Years (NCY) 0-14 (age 4-19
years), is projected to be more than 2,500 higher than the 2020-21 total.
Surrey’s existing maintained specialist provision, which includes specialist school places in
SEN Units in mainstream schools and in Special Schools/ academies, has over 3,700 places
and is full.
Between 2019 and 2021 Surrey’s Cabinet approved the strategy for three phases of the
SEND Capital Programme with a combined capital investment of £79.6m to expand the local
specialist estate at pace to ensure local children and young people can have their
educational needs met close to home and within state maintained provision wherever
possible. This investment is already delivering 1,600 additional specialist school places
towards the projected demand of 5,100 by 2025 (ANNEX 1). More than 500 of these were
delivered between 2019-2021.
By 2030-2031, the local area’s Specialist Education Estate is projected to require more than
800 additional places on top of the planned growth delivered by the first three phases of the
SEND Capital Programme. The significant increase in demand requires in-county provision
of up to 6,000 maintained specialist school places for Surrey pupils aged 4-19 years by
September 2030. (ANNEX 2) Based on latest sufficiency modelling and engagement work
with schools, the potential to deliver 872 additional places has been identified (ANNEX 4).
A further expansion of the Specialist Education Estate is necessary to achieve our long-term
ambition to ensure that Surrey resident pupils receive a full time high quality specialist
education closer to home, more connected to local communities and local support services.
This report seeks support for this further expansion and delegated authority to manage the
Capital pipeline.
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Recommendations:
It is recommended that Cabinet:
1. Approves in principle the use of SEND Capital funding against the programme of
adaptation and refurbishment of Surrey County Council (SCC) owned assets and
state maintained schools for Phase 4 of the programme. This is in order to deliver up
to 872 additional Specialist School Places in Surrey from September 2023 onwards.
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2. Delegates the decision to transfer the £60m SEND Capital funding from pipeline to
budget to the Capital Programme Panel, based on approval of individual business
cases once schemes, locations and costs are confirmed.
3. Approves the delegation of authority to allocate resources from the approved £60m
budget required for individual projects to the Cabinet Members for Education &
Learning, Resources and Land & Property, following Capital Programme Panel
approval.
Reason for Recommendations:
Following national legislative changes brought about by the 2014 Children & Families Act
and revised Special Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND) Code of Practice, 2015,
Surrey has seen the number of Education, Health and Care Plans (EHCPs) as a percentage
of the 4-19 general school age population increase from 3.4% to 4.1% between 2018-2021.
This figure is projected to increase to over 5% of the 4-19 general population by 2024,
resulting in the projected demand for up to 6,000 maintained specialist school places.
(Annex 3)
The sustained increase in demand for specialist provision has resulted in over-reliance on
the independent school sector and out of county placements, which frequently also involves
excessive home to school travel distances for EHCP pupils outside of resident districts and
boroughs.
The Department for Education expects Local Authorities (LA) to manage their specialist
estates efficiently to avoid detriment to schools’ educational offers, creating disadvantage to
children and young people who have SEND or to the LA’s financial position. This means
ensuring the availability of maintained specialist school places that are appropriately
matched to SEN need-type, phases of education and geographic location so that all of
Surrey’s statutory school age children with an EHCP that require a full-time specialist setting
in either a mainstream SEN Unit or Special School have a named placement, ready for the
beginning of each academic year.
The recommended Phase 4 SEND Capital investment completes the planning for sufficiency
of specialist school places from September 2023 to 2031.
Executive Summary:
Context
1. The SEND Capital Programme is aligned with Surrey’s Community Vision 2030,
which seeks to realise the local area’s ambition that everyone benefits from
education, skills and employment opportunities that help them to succeed in life.
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2. Surrey’s SEND Partnership Strategy 2019-2022 is ambitious about improving
outcomes for children and young people with special educational needs and
disabilities (SEND) and the whole system approach to achieve the step change
needed. This requires educational settings, health commissioners and providers,
Surrey County Council’s social care and education services working together with
children and their families to meet needs. This needs to be delivered within national
funding that has not kept pace with demand.
3. The 2021/22 High Needs budget assumes an overspend of £24m. Latest projections
are for an additional overspend of £9m in-year. Whilst this is being contained by a
corporate contingency budget this year, significant cost containment is required in
future years to reduce the overspend and achieve a balanced in-year position. The
Council’s SEND transformation strategy sets out the planned trajectory to try and
achieve this, with the SEND Capital Programme the biggest single contributor to the
cost containment required. (ANNEX 1)
4. As of September 2021, Surrey has a current cohort of 1,678 pupils educated in the
independent sector at a cost of c£70m per year. In order to provide sufficient
maintained specialist school places for those that need them and ensure a more
equitable deployment of limited resources, more than 800 additional places in
Surrey’s maintained schools are critical from September 2023 onwards.
5. An average Non-Maintained Independent placement costs around £50k, whereas a
Maintained specialist placement costs approximately £20k, so each Maintained
specialist placement has the potential to contain cost of around £30k per annum.
Based on current cost and benefit assumptions, £60m Capital investment is estimated
to deliver an additional 712 specialist school places. This would achieve annual cost
containment of approximately £21.4m. If 872 additional Specialist School Places are
created under Phase 4 of the programme and filled, this will represent an annual cost
avoidance of approximately £26.2m.
6. The majority of Surrey’s existing specialist school provision is graded by Ofsted as
Good or Outstanding. This provision enables better long term outcomes for pupils
educated closer to home by local providers, who successfully support local children
and young people to live, learn and grow up locally to achieve their potential.
Improved investment in Surrey’s specialist education estate will support local schools
to continue to deliver high quality inclusive education to some of the county’s most
vulnerable children and young people.
7. The recently commissioned Specialist Education Estate Fit for Purpose
Accommodation Review (“the Review”) explored analysis of Health & Safety
compliance against each of Surrey’s existing 81 specialist provision assets, which
comprise of 25 special schools and 51 SEN Units in mainstream primary and
secondary schools. This was undertaken by a specialist consultancy team of project
managers, surveyors, cost consultants and engineers.
8. BB104 compliance (the Department for Education’s non-statutory area guidelines for
buildings and grounds in specialist school provision) was also assessed to identify over
provision or shortfall schools and existing sites where future expansion is possible.
This also took into account the quality and fitness for purpose of existing provision for
current pupil numbers per establishment and highlighted key risks associated with
potential development including relevant material planning considerations.
9. The Review has informed an up to date understanding of the current Specialist
Education Estate, including benchmarking for cost per pupil place and identified
sixteen Special Schools and twenty-nine SEN Units in mainstream Primary and
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Secondary Schools with potential to expand. These would be subject to full feasibility
studies and effective mitigation of identified planning risks.
10. An Expression of Interest exercise was then initiated in October 2021 to begin to shape
the notional programme for Phase 4 (ANNEX 4). Mainstream Primary and Secondary
Schools and Special Schools were encouraged to submit applications for new and/or
expanded specialist provision, based on the shared understanding of demand by SEN
need-type, phase of education and geographical location.
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11. Thirty two applications were received and assessed by a Quality Assurance Panel of
senior SCC officers from relevant SEND, Education and Land & Property departments.
A high proportion of the applications were from mainstream schools without current
specialist school provision keen to support the county-wide inclusion plan through
increasing the availability of places for children and young people with SEND to access
in the county. The Quality Assurance Panel rejected a number of applications on the
following basis:
 Settings that have not progressed sufficiently to date on their school improvement
journeys, and therefore more work and LA support is required to ensure the
increased likelihood of successful Ofsted inspection outcomes
 Concerns around opening new specialist provision in very small schools where
SEND pupils would be well above planned admission numbers.
 Sites with known and existing contentious planning issues where approval by the
Planning Authority would be unlikely to be achieved
 Cost prohibitive schemes that would only provide a very small number of additional
specialist school places and would not represent value for money.
All notional schemes approved in principle in the proposed fourth phase of the
programme will be subject to feasibility and full business case development work with
applicant schools to ensure project viability.
12. The proposed Phase 4 SEND Capital Programme will require significant partnership
working across schools and settings, health commissioners and providers , as well as
the Council’s SEND, Education Place Planning, Commissioning and Property teams.
The scale of the ambition to deliver more than 800 specialist school places on top of
the planned growth from Phase 1-3 of the SEND Capital Programme is considerable.
13. Key to achieving this will be:
 Maintained schools able to support and retain pupils with a greater range of needs.
 Reducing placement breakdown/increasing stability in local provision and
improving outcomes for children who can continue to go to the same school as
their siblings and their friends.
 Increased school devolution to promote creativity, innovation and better use of
resources aligned with need.
 Strategic forward planning to ensure Inclusion and Additional Needs teams and
Commissioning teams are identifying pupils currently educated in the independent
sector to access named maintained placements at the point of Key Stage Transfer,
or in-year as appropriate.
 Strategic forward planning to ensure that young people in non-specialist places in
maintained schools where that place is at risk are found maintained specialist
placements in Surrey rather than NMI and / or out of county.
 The distribution of new specialist school provision that reduces SEND home to
school travel distance so that a higher proportion of pupils can attend the nearest
most appropriate school that can meet their needs.
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14. Pupil-level analysis of SEND transport patterns per Surrey district and borough was
undertaken by Edge-ucate for Surrey resident pupils who currently attend specialist
provision in SEN Units in mainstream primary and secondary schools and special
schools (ANNEX 5). This was in order to shape the proposed Phase 4 programme by
geographical location with the objective of reducing home to school travel distances
and costs.
15. The assessed geographical location of up to 872 new additional specialist school
places delivered through the proposed Phase 4 of the SEND Capital Programme is
critical to ensure long-term sustainability. This is to ensure that SEND home to school
transport times are reduced in line with Department for Education recommendations,
improving congestion and traffic flow around the county.
DELIVERY OF ADDITIONAL SPECIALIST SCHOOL PLACES AND INTENDED BENEFITS
TO SURREY’S CHILDREN, YOUNG PEOPLE AND RESIDENTS
16. Benefits realisation ensures Surrey’s maintained specialist education provision is fit for
purpose and creates additional employment/supported internship opportunities for
residents around areas of expansion.
17. Children, young people, and families can access the same level of high-quality support
wherever they live in Surrey. We have a good, shared understanding of our children
and young people who have SEND in Surrey and our support offer matches their
identified needs.
18. Expanding Surrey’s specialist provision aligns with the Preparation for Adulthood
programme and strategy for Post-16 to create local further education and employment
pathways such as apprenticeships and supported internships. This enables young
people who have SEND to make a successful transition to adulthood and secure
employment.
19. Capacity created locally will also make certain that SEND home to school transport
distance and costs are reduced so that pupils attend their closest most appropriate
school with shorter journey times. Opportunities for developing independent travel
skills can be maximised as a result of children and young people being educated
closer to home. This will also address local congestion around school sites as well as
traffic flow around the county, which will be of benefit to Surrey’s Green Agenda.
20. The distribution and occupancy of current Special Schools and SEN Units in
mainstream schools clearly illustrates that there is insufficient provision of Autism and
Communication & Social Interaction Needs, Moderate Learning Difficulties, Severe
Learning Difficulties and Social Emotional Mental Health Needs Special places.
21. The approved remodification and expansion programme will ensure that additional
places are matched appropriately to need type, phases of education and geographic
locations.
Consultation:
22. The consultation approach for Phase 4 of the SEND Capital Programme is a
continuation of the development of Surrey’s SEND Partnership Strategy, which was
subject to full public consultation and reviewed by the Council’s Cabinet on 29
January 2019. Consultees included education providers, SEND System-partners
(Children and Adult Education Services, Social Care Services and Health providers),
parent carers, children and young people, local districts, and boroughs.
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23. The Council has undertaken further engagement activities with schools in 2021,
including encouraging settings to provide ‘Expressions of Interest’ (EOI) for capital
expansion and targeted discussions with schools as well as Phase Councils.
Different phases of schools have been included within this process, including
mainstream maintained and academy primary, secondary and special schools.
Comments and expressions of interest received from previous phases of the
programme as well as lessons learned have also been used in the development of
this report for approval.
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24. Public consultation will be carried out for each approved project going forward in line
with statutory Planning Consultations and Judicial Review periods for Land &
Property developments.
25. Further public consultation will also be undertaken for each approved project in line
with Department for Education statutory processes for Making Significant Changes to
Maintained Schools or an Open Academy by Mutual Agreement and Free School
Presumption (Section 10 Consultation) processes. This public-facing work needs to
demonstrate that fair and open local consultation has been undertaken with all those
who could be affected by the proposed change, and that the Local Authority or
Academy Trust has considered all responses received. The Lead Cabinet Member
for Education & Learning and the Regional Schools Commissioner (or the Secretary
of State as appropriate) will need evidence that they have been consulted and will
consider any reasonable objections from them.
Risk Management and Implications:
26. Sufficiency data requires close monitoring and frequent ratification to ensure
projected demand for learners with EHCPs is up to date and accurate. This is
mitigated by triangulation with local intelligence which ensures appropriate
projections of supply of specialist school places per district and borough as well as
quadrant, which are aligned with need as well as agreed capital and revenue
projections for the Council.
27. Specific timescale risks associated with the statutory process including Making
Significant Changes to Schools (DfE guidance, October 2018), planning and
procurement could mean that permanent expansion projects are not delivered in
readiness for the beginning of an academic year. This risk has been mitigated by
forward planning statutory Education processes alongside and Land & Property
processes.
28. The SEND Capital Programme’s delivery will continue to be monitored by Surrey’s
Children, Families & Learning Capital Board and jointly planned by Education and
Land & Property partners in regard to continued business justification, financial
viability, progress, risks, and issues as appropriate.
29. Targeted conversations with Headteachers and Governing Bodies of LA Maintained
Schools and Multi-Academy Trust Chief Executive Officers took place in midNovember 2021 after the expression of interest exercise was initiated through
communications with schools in the previous month. This was to further ascertain
and promote interest in school expansion with settings that have leadership capacity
on top of ‘business as usual’. These conversations resulted in highly positive
feedback in the form of significantly increased numbers of applications submitted by
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mainstream schools and academies keen to work with the LA to establish new SEN
provision, compared to previous phases of the programme. (Potentially up to 872
additional places).
30. All building and refurbishment projects are required to include risk, issue, and quality
registers. At a programme level estimated costs include allowances for design
development and construction risk and are based on current costs. (i.e., exclude
inflation) Estimated costs exclude uplifts for meeting the Operationally Carbon Net
Zero target. These will be subject to approval from the CFL Capital Programme
Board and reported by exception for decision-making.
31. Evaluative processes for measuring the success of SEND Capital investment are
employed in reviewing the impact and lessons learned from Phase 1-3 projects.
Learning from experience is critical so that previous lessons learned can be applied,
with the goal of seeking opportunities to continue to implement improvements
throughout each phase of the programme. It is the responsibility of all officers
involved with the SEND Capital Programme to look for lessons in order to drive
sustainable change and progression.
32. A Programme Risk Register will be used to identify, manage, and mitigate
programme risks. This is managed by the Programme Leads for Education and Land
& Property. In addition, each individual approved project within the programme will
have a comprehensive costed risk, issue, and quality register. These will be
managed by the Land & Property Schools Project Management teams.
33. Early discussions and Pre-Application consultation with the Planning Authority and
Procurement ensure that potential contentious planning conditions and routes
through procurement frameworks are mitigated early. Monthly programme review
meetings between the Programme Leads and Planning were established under
Phase 3 of the programme for this purpose.
Financial and Value for Money Implications:
34. The financial pressures on the DSG and High Needs Block (HNB) continue to be a
key focus of the SEND Transformation programme. At the end of 2020/21, following
a year end overspend of £34.5m, the cumulative deficit on the HNB now stands at
£83m with an overall DSG deficit balance of £63.7m when offsetting other block
surpluses.
35. The current budget contains an assumed overspend of £32.7m which is matched by
a General Fund contribution to the offsetting reserve. This will mean the deficit, and
offsetting reserve will be over £115m by the end of 21/22.
36. The budget this year assumed an overspend of £23.8m with a further £9m
contingency contained, initially, within corporate budgets. This means that at
present, the forecast outturn will be within that overall budget allocation, although any
further increase in pressure will result in additional overspend which is not budgeted
for.
37. Remaining approved projects from Phases 1-3 of the Capital programme (ANNEX 1)
are estimated to deliver over £24.3m of cost containment over the next five years.
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The creation of additional SEND provision in Surrey therefore remains one of the
largest contributors to containing costs.
38. The Capital investment required to complete all projects identified within this fourth
phase of the programme is estimated at £74m. There is currently £60m available
within the Capital Programme Pipeline.
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39. Transferring the £60m from the current pipeline into a Core budget, would enable
schemes to be progressed up to that value. Further work will continue to determine
how the additional £14m could be funded. The recent Spending Review announced
£2.6bn of new capital investment in High Needs provision over a three-year period.
Further detail is expected to be announced in the Spring around individual LA
allocations. The full £74m is based on the development of up to 872 additional
specialist school places in new specialist SEN Units in mainstream schools, special
school expansions and a new SEN School. (Annex 4). If external grant funding is not
secured the Council would need to consider the benefits of allocating additional
capital funding.
40. Annex 4 sets out the possible schemes which could be delivered with the available
£60m funding envelope. This would deliver an additional 712 specialist school
places. If the further £14m were to be identified, this would increase cost
containment potential by approximately £5m.
41. A sustainable specialist estate will be developed to provide fit for purpose facilities for
Surrey’s pupils who have SEND and require a specialist school placement, providing
cost effective solutions to support revenue cost containment to the Dedicated
Schools Grant’s High Needs Budget. The investment will be funded from the pipeline
capital programme budget within Land & Property in order to progress this next
phase of the SEND Capital Programme.
42. The total cost of the approved SEND Capital Programme is projected to be £153.6m:
Programme Phase
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 1 & 2 expanded schemes
Phase 3
Phase 4
TOTAL

Investment
£’m
39.9
21.3
6.9
11.5
74
£153.6m

43. This is funded by:
Approval period
24 September 2019
29 September 2020
26 January 2021 (repurposed capital
allocation)
25 January 2022
SUB TOTAL
Additional funding required
TOTAL
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Investment
£’m
33.2
36.0
10.4
60.0*
139.6
£14.0m
£153.6m

* This has been assumed in the capital programme contained
in the Medium-Term Financial Strategy

44. Each individual project will be required to demonstrate value for money at cost per
pupil place and benefits realisation achieved, in addition to being subject to robust
cost challenge and scrutiny to drive optimum value as it progresses.
Section 151 Officer Commentary:
45. Although significant progress has been made over the last twelve months to improve
the Council’s financial position, the medium-term financial outlook beyond 2021/22
remains uncertain. The public health crisis has resulted in increased costs which may
not be fully funded. With uncertainty about the ongoing impact of this and no clarity
on the extent to which both central and local funding sources might be affected in the
medium term, our working assumption is that financial resources will continue to be
constrained, as they have been for the majority of the past decade. This places an
onus on the Council to continue to consider issues of financial sustainability as a
priority in order to ensure stable provision of services in the medium term.
46. As such, the Section 151 Officer supports the recommendations of this report as the
future of the DSG HNB is a significant factor in the Council’s medium term financial
position. Expanding local SEND provision and reducing reliance on the NMI sector is
the single biggest contributor to returning the DSG High Needs Block to financial
sustainability.
47. Each project will require a business case to be approved through Capital Programme
Panel (CPP) to ensure appropriate scrutiny of costs, benefits and timescales.
Legal Implications – Monitoring Officer:
48. Part 3 of the Children and Families Act 2014 places a duty on the local authority to
support children and young people in England with special educational needs or
disabilities and to keep under review the educational provision in its area for those
children and young people.
49. The best value duty is contained in s3 of the Local Government Act 1999 as a res ult
of which the Council is under a duty to make arrangements to secure continuous
improvement in the way in which functions are exercised, having regard to a
combination of economy, efficiency, and effectiveness. The relevant guidance states
that Councils should consider overall value, including economic, environmental and
social value when reviewing service provision.
50. Under Section 2 (1) of the Local Authorities (Land) Act 1963 a local authority has
extensive development powers and may, for the benefit or improvement of its area,
erect, extend, alter, or re-erect any building and construct or carry out works on land.
Equalities and Diversity:
51. The SEND Partnership Strategy 2019-2022, to which the SEND Capital programme
aligns, was subject to a full Equalities Impact Assessment (EIA) published on 21
January 2019. This EIA has been reviewed and remains relevant to the activity outlined
in this Cabinet paper.
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52. Phase 4 of Surrey’s SEND Capital Programme is expected to have a positive impact
on Equalities and Diversity, as a result of increasing the number of Surrey children and
young people who will have their additional needs better met by local schools in their
local area.
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53. Due consideration will be given to the Equalities and Diversity impacts of individual
schemes as they progress into approved projects. Individual Equalities Impact
Assessments are undertaken in line with statutory consultation periods aligned with
the Department for Education statutory processes for Making Significant Changes to
Maintained Schools or an Open Academy by Mutual Agreement.
Other Implications:
54. The potential implications for the following council priorities and policy areas have
been considered. Where the impact is potentially significant a summary of the issues
is set out in detail below.
Area assessed:
Corporate
Parenting/Looked After
Children

Safeguarding
responsibilities for
vulnerable children and
adults
Environmental sustainability

Compliance against netzero emissions target and
future climate
compatibility/resilience

Public Health

Direct Implications:
The programme of capital investment directly supports both the
Surrey Corporate Parenting Strategy 2020 and SEND Partnership
Strategy 2019-2022.
Increasing the sufficiency of provision in Surrey for children and
young people who have SEND and/or who are looked after will
enable better long-term outcomes, with children closer to home and
more connected to local communities and support services.
Local capital investment improves value for money through the
strengthening of collaboration with local providers, as well as other
local authorities to manage the market more effectively.
The council has a duty to promote and improve safeguarding in
education as well as educational outcomes for all children and young
people who are vulnerable or disadvantaged. The creation of
additional specialist capacity closer to home supports highly effective
joint agency monitoring to safeguard children, to reduce placement
breakdown and increased demand on care services.
The provision of specialist school places closer to home will reduce
the average journey times for learners with EHCPs. This also
supports the development of sustainable independent travel skills for
pupils with SEND, which is aligned with Preparation for Adulthood
outcomes. These benefits also involve maximising local business
opportunities and the social value they create across the county,
including how local communities can be best supported and
enhancing communications both internally and externally.
Design philosophy that has been adopted to create new or refurbish
and extend existing buildings will support low energy consumption,
reduce solar gain, and promote natural ventilation. Any proposals will
be in line with this policy and any new building will be to the
standards in the local planning authority’s adopted core planning
strategy. Commitment to drive forward the transition to a zero carbon
built environment, through the pursuit of lower operational energy
use, increased supply of renewable energy to Surrey’s buildings and
reduced embodied carbon – the GHG emissions associated with nonoperational phases like construction.
No significant implications arising from this report.
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What Happens Next:
55. Timescales:
a. W/C 10 January 2022 and onwards: Site visits to notional schemes approved
in principle looking to establish new SEND Provision
b. Tuesday 1 February 2022: Notification to successful applicant schools
c. W/C 7 February 2022: Significant Change processes start with schools and
academies
d. February 2022 SCC Land & Property commence Feasibility on Notional
Phase 4 schemes
e. June 2022: Lead Cabinet Member and Regional Schools Commissioner
decisions on Phase 4 Significant Changes to LA Maintained Schools and
Academies
f. Completion of Phase 1-3 SEND Capital programme approved projects to
approved timescales
56. Business cases will be taken to Capital Programme Panel to seek approval for
scheme budgets. Subsequent decisions about resource allocation for approved
schemes will be expedited through delegated authority to Lead Cabinet Members for
Education & Learning, Resources and Land & Property.
57. Issues/ Risks/ Outcomes will be communicated via the CFL Capital Board alongside
monthly SEND Transformation Board and Lead Cabinet Member Briefings

Report Author: Liz Mills, Director of Education & Lifelong Learning,
liz.mills@surreycc.gov.uk
Consulted:
Internal:
 CFL Capital Programme Board
 SEND Transformation Board
 Cabinet Members Denise Turner-Stewart and Becky Rush
 Directors of Education, Liz Mills and Land & Property, Simon Crowther
 Strategic Finance Business Partner CFL, Daniel Peattie
 Deputy Strategic Finance Business Partner ELLC, Louise Lawson
 Education, Commissioning and Land & Property Staff
External:
 Maintained mainstream primary schools
 Maintained mainstream secondary schools
 Maintained special schools
 Surrey SEND Partnership Board
Annexes:



Annex 1: SEND Capital Programme Phases 1-3 Project delivery status
Annex 2: SEND Capital Programme Phase 4 (Notional schemes, subject to full business
case development)
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Annex 3: Surrey Education, Health and Care Plans (EHCPs) per percentage of the 4-19
general school age population
Annex 4: SEND Capital Strategy Cost Containment to DSG High Needs Block
Annex 5: Home to School Travel patterns for Surrey EHCP pupils in Specialist School
Placements

Sources/background papers:
Surrey SEND Partnership Strategy 2019-2022
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Surrey SEND Sufficiency Strategy 2020
Surrey School Organisation Plan 2020-2030
Surrey SEND Commissioning Strategy 2021
Surrey SEND Transformation Programme update 2021
Executive Summary Surrey Specialist Estate Fit for Purpose Accommodation Review 2021
Schools’ Expression of Interest Applications for SEND Capital Programme Phase 4
December 2021
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Annex 1: SEND Capital Programme Phases 1-3 - Approved Projects’ Delivery Status
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Current approved projects within the SEND Capital Programme will deliver approximately 300
additional specialist school placements for Surrey resident EHCP Pupils from September 2022. This
will achieve 49% cost containment to Surrey’s DSG High Needs Budget target for the financial year.
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Annex 2: Surrey Projected Demand for Specialist School Placements
Table 1: Projected shortage of Specialist School Placements for Surrey resident EHCP
Pupils, with average annual deficit of 34% year on year throughout the planning
period
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Source:
Table 2: Impact of planned growth from the current SEND Capital Programme and
notional Phase 4 on demand for Specialist School Placements for Surrey resident
EHCP Pupils

Source:
Phase 4 of the SEND Capital Programme will close the gap between sufficiency of
maintained specialist school placements across the county and the further reduce overreliance on the independent sector.
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Annex 3: Surrey Education, Health and Care Plans (EHCPs) per percentage of the 4-19
general school age population
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Source:
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Annex 4: SEND Capital Programme Phase 4 (Notional schemes, subject to full business
case and cost plan development)
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712 additional specialist school places are deliverable within the £60m capital investment for
Phase 4. Options for securing the additional £14m required to deliver new 160 place SEMH
Special School provision are being explored. There are opportunities, subject to Regional
Schools Commissioner approval and agreement with Trusts, to explore expansion of existing
secondary SEMH provision by up to 70 places which could be delivered at a faster pace by
2024/2025.
The Specialist Education Estate Review provides clear benchmarking for cost per pupil
place, based on the different development approach required to deliver the proposed Phase
4 of the programme. Phase 3 of the programme’s delivery was based on an average cost of
around £29k per place and this is because the majority of projects were achieved through
utilising and adapting capacity within undersubscribed mainstream primary and secondary
schools and available SCC owned assets.
By comparison, the proposed Phase 4 programme is based on an average cost of
approximately £75k per place. The reason for this is that the programme includes both new
build and provision within existing assets (i.e., requiring refurbishment or remodelling) as
well as a number of modular solutions, with a range of costs that reflect different scope of
work to deliver the additional specialist school places.
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Annex 5: Current Home to School Travel Patterns for Surrey Resident EHCP Pupils
attending Specialist School Placements
Table 1: Surrey resident pupil travel patterns to Special Schools per District &
Borough
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Table 2: Surrey resident pupil travel patterns to SEN Units in Mainstream Schools per
Surrey District & Borough
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Table 3: Special School travel patterns by SEN need-type – Primary Provision

SEN Need Type
Cognition & Learning Needs
Social, Emotional & Mental
Health Needs
Communication & Interaction
Needs
Sensory & or Physical Needs
Total

Stay in
District and
attend
Maintained
Provision
31%

Stay in
Quadrant
and attend
Maintained
Provision
59%

11%
31%
14%
28%

Go Out of
County
9%

Go to
Independent
Sector
Placements
14%

Travel 6
Miles or
More
61%

29%

34%

41%

90%

53%
22%
51%

19%
57%
19%

32%
43%
28%

69%
78%
69%

Table 4: Special Schools travel patterns by SEN need-type – Secondary Provision

SEN Need Type
Cognition & Learning Needs
Social, Emotional & Mental
Health Needs
Communication & Interaction
Needs
Sensory & or Physical Needs
Total

Stay in
District and
attend
Maintained
Provision
34%

Stay in
Quadrant
and attend
Maintained
Provision
57%

15%
26%
18%
27%

Go Out of
County
10%

Go to
Independent
Sector
Placements
18%

Travel 6
Miles or
More
47%

31%

32%

42%

83%

47%
43%
48%

19%
44%
19%

38%
37%
32%

68%
76%
64%

Travel 6
Miles or
More
52%

Table 5: Special Schools travel patterns by SEN need-type – Total

SEN Need Type
Cognition & Learning Needs
Social, Emotional & Mental
Health Needs
Communication & Interaction
Needs
Sensory & or Physical Needs
Total

Stay in
District and
attend
Maintained
Provision
33%

Stay in
Quadrant
and attend
Maintained
Provision
58%

Go Out of
County
10%

Go to
Independent
Sector
Placements
17%

14%

31%

33%

42%

85%

28%
17%
27%

50%
36%
49%

19%
48%
19%

36%
39%
31%

68%
76%
66%
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Table 6: Specialist SEN Units in Mainstream Primary Schools travel patterns by SEN
need-type

14

SEN Need Type
Cognition & Learning Needs
Social, Emotional & Mental
Health Needs
Communication & Interaction
Needs
Sensory & or Physical Needs
Total

Stay in
District and
attend
Maintained
Provision
69%

Stay in
Quadrant
and attend
Maintained
Provision
87%

57%
57%
48%
58%

Go Out of
County
0%

Go to
Independent
Sector
Placements
0%

Travel 6
Miles or
More
25%

64%

0%

0%

43%

80%
61%
78%

1%
2%
1%

0%
0%
0%

37%
44%
36%

Table 7: Specialist SEN Units in Mainstream Secondary Schools travel patterns by
SEN need-type

SEN Need Type
Cognition & Learning Needs
Social, Emotional & Mental
Health Needs
Communication & Interaction
Needs
Sensory & or Physical Needs
Total

Stay in
District and
attend
Maintained
Provision
64%

Stay in
Quadrant
and attend
Maintained
Provision
91%

33%
63%
42%
57%

Go Out of
County
0%

Go to
Independent
Sector
Placements
0%

Travel 6
Miles or
More
18%

58%

0%

0%

25%

84%
61%
79%

0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%

22%
61%
28%

Table 8: Specialist SEN Units in Mainstream Primary & Secondary Schools travel
patterns by SEN need-type – Total

SEN Need Type
Cognition & Learning Needs
Social, Emotional & Mental
Health Needs
Communication & Interaction
Needs
Sensory & or Physical Needs
Total

Stay in
District and
attend
Maintained
Provision
68%

Stay in
Quadrant
and attend
Maintained
Provision
88%

46%
59%
46%
58%

Go Out of
County
0%

Go to
Independent
Sector
Placements
0%

Travel 6
Miles or
More
24%

62%

0%

0%

35%

81%
61%
78%

1%
1%
1%

0%
0%
0%

33%
51%
34%
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